
What is a Learning Center Definition?-Presenter Notes 
 

Learning centers. In kindergarten, learning centers, or interest areas, offer students 
a range of options for engagement. Each center offers children a variety of carefully 
selected materials from which to choose. Often learning centers have a place to sit 
and work (e.g., a table with chairs or floor space) with shelves and materials 
surrounding the area, thus creating a protected space where children can work 
independently or with classmates. Typical kindergarten learning centers include art, 
blocks, books, dramatic play, library, math, music and movement, art and painting, 
puzzles and games, sand and water, science/discovery, and writing; a teacher may 
also   add additional interest areas such as computers, outdoor, woodworking, and 
cooking. 

For each center, the teacher intentionally selects materials and activities to support 
various learning standards and educational goals, integrating multiple standards and 
goals within each center. A learning center might include materials that respond to 
the current interests of one or more children. In most instances, it is good practice to 
encourage kindergartners to select which centers to work in, with whom to play and 
learn, the materials to use, and the reason or purpose for using them. 

The teacher’s role during learning center time is to observe what students are doing, 
interact with them, and extend their learning. Most important, teachers are actively 
engaged with the students, using the centers as a structure for teaching. A teacher 
has conversations with children, gives information or feedback, carefully observes 
students as they work, scaffolds their learning, and gathers authentic assessment 
information for future planning. 

Learning stations. Learning stations are often used to teach specific content skills, 
such as literacy and mathematics. Rather than a learning center, where multiple 
concepts are purposefully integrated within each center, (see above), a learning 
station has a specific purpose, goal, or standard for that particular content area. A 
station can be an area within the classroom or simply a teacher-selected task, game, 
or activity that children explore or complete. 

Sometimes a learning station can also be a particular task, such as a name activity 
or a letter sort game. Common literacy stations include ABCs, big books, Read or 
Write Around the Room, , pocket chart, and songs and poetry. Math stations typically 
include a range of tasks from which the children can choose that are all focused on 
one particular concept, such as counting sets of objects or comparing numbers. 
Regardless of the math station they select, the students are all working on a similar 
concept but at their own level of difficulty.   (Phillips & Scrinzi, 2013, Basics of 
Developmentally Appropriate Practice: An Introduction for Teachers of 
Kindergartners) 

 
 
 

 


